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Abstract. Medical image segmentation is the foundation of normal and
diseased tissue 3D visualization, operation simulation and visual operation. In
this paper, we comprehensively use two values that represent the same object
(body tissue), to segment by the same algorithm implementation. The original
CT images are downloaded from the web source, the dog rib tumor CT scan
image by GE medical systems, all the experiment of dataset of 312 thoracic CT
scans. The core of the segmentation is k-means clustering algorithm. The
segmentation process consisted of two phases: (1) convert CT value to JPG
gray value or not use the original CT value as the data sets for clustering; (2)
segmentation bone tissue using the new k-means clustering algorithm program
which is implemented with MATLAB 2012a programming language and for
two-dimensional data matrix directly. The experiment produced strikingly
different results. These results may be indicating that not only the segmentation
algorithm of CT image is important, but also the data for segmentation is
important too.
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Introduction

Image segmentation is a challenging task in image analysis. Image segmentation
plays important role in medical image. A large variety of methods of have been
proposed in several years. Intracranial image segmentation techniques for CT images
include semi automated region-growing [1], intensity threshold [2, 3], and automated
level set methods [4, 5].
The process of grouping a set of physical or abstract objects into classes of similar
objects is called clustering. A cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to
one another within the same cluster and are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters.
Clustering algorithm is a kind of do not need training, unsupervised (unsupervised)
statistical method. In a sense, clustering is a classification of self training. Because of
the lack of training sample set, so the iterative clustering algorithm is performed on
the image classification and extraction of feature values. Among them, K-means [6],
Fuzzy C-Means [7, 8], EM (Expectation-Maximization) and hierarchical clustering
method [9, 10] is commonly used in clustering algorithms. K-means clustering

algorithm calculate the current average of each class, then according to the new
generation of mean pixel to reclassify (mean pixel in recent class), the new generation
class iterative execution front steps.
In this paper, we propose a new processing framework draws on the existing
techniques of k-means clustering algorithm and use the CT value for segmentation in
CT images. The main algorithm is still using the K-means algorithm. The best
contribution of this paper are: (1) completed a specialized MATLAB language
program implementation of k-means clustering algorithm for CT images segmentation;
(2) using the CT value of DICOM format files directly to calculate by k-means
clustering algorithm for segmentation. The results show the segmentation quality is
better than using the transformational grayscale values.
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2.1

DICOM format and original CT values
DICOM format

DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) is a standard for
handling, storing, printing, and transmitting information in medical imaging. It
includes a file format definition and a network communications protocol. A DICOM
data object consists of a number of attributes, including items such as name, ID, etc.,
and also one special attribute containing the image pixel data (i.e. logically, the main
object has no "header" as such: merely a list of attributes, including the pixel data). A
single DICOM object can have only one attribute containing pixel data. For many
modalities, this corresponds to a single image. But note that the attribute may contain
multiple "frames", allowing storage of cine loops or other multi-frame data. The same
basic format is used for all applications, including network and file usage, but when
written to a file, usually a true "header" (containing copies of a few key attributes and
details of the application which wrote it) is added.
2.2

CT value

The characteristic of CT is able to distinguish the slight difference of human tissue
densities; the standard is based on the body tissues of X -ray absorption coefficient (μ
value) to decide. In order to calculate and convenience, the linear attenuation
coefficient is divided into 2000 units, known as the CT value, unit of measurement
called Hounsfield.
Using water as a value of 0, the upper bound of bone CT value is 1000; the lower air
CT value is -1000. At present, most of the CT scanner has a range of 1000 or more
than 2000. In fact, CT value is the corresponding X-ray value of the attenuation
coefficient with the different human tissue in CT image. In the CT image, bone and
air CT values were specified for upper and lower bounds. The calculation formula of
CT value is shown in equation 1.

-
(1)
CT _ Value ( HU )  tissue water 1000

 water

The CT values of normal human tissues, organs are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. CT values of normal human tissues
Classes
Water
cerebrospinal fluid
plasma
edema
alba
ectocinerea
blood
clot
liver
spleen
pancreas
kidney
muscle
gallbladder
fat
calcification
atmosphere
bone

CT values(HU)
0±10
3~8
3~14
7~7
25~32
30~40
13~32
64~84
50~70
50~65
45~55
40~50
40~80
10~30
－20~－80
80~300
<－200
>＋400

Matlab R2012a provides dicominfo () and dicomread () function, respectively, used to
read DICOM format image file header data and metadata. For example, in the
MATLAB
R2012a
command
window
input:
info=dicominfo('D:\ANONYMIZE2\DICOM7_000000.dcm'), Running result will
display detailed information about the file. Two parameters of these detailed
information illustrate the transform relation of the record value and the real CT value,
they are "RescaleIntercept" and "RescaleSlope". The conversional relation can be
represented in equation 2.

CT _ Value ( HU )  pixel _ value  Re scaleSlope
 Re scaleInter cept

(2)

CT_Value represents the real CT value of body tissue, pixel_value represents the pixel
value of a DICOM formatted CT image file, it can be read out by the dicomread()
function.
2.3

DICOM values covered to Grayscale values

Jpg/Jpeg is an efficient compression format, the file format is JPEG (Joint
Photographic Experts Group) standard products. The depth image are 8bit, 12bit,
considering the human eye to gray level of sensory discrimination, the general use of
the bit depth is 8bit, the 256 gray level. In the gray image in JPG format, each pixel
value is the gray value, the range between 0~255.
Conversion principle is very simple, is to use the dicomread() function to read the CT
value matrix from a DICOM formatted CT image file and converted to a numerical
matrix of 0~255. The conversional relation can be represented in equation 3.

I gray 

( I CT  min( I CT ))  255
max( I CT )  min( I CT )

(3)

I gray represents the 256 gray level image matrix after conversion, I CT represents
the CT value matrix read by dicomread() function.
Matlab key codes of the conversion program are as follows:
I=dicomread(CT_file);
I_ct=double(I);
a=max(I_ct(:));
b=min(I_ct(:));
[x,y]=size(I_ct);
for j=1:y
for i=1:x
I_gray(i,j)=((I_ct(i,j)-b)*255/(a-b));
end
end
imwrite(uint8(I_gray),jpg_filename,'jpg');
2.4

Matlab K-means clustering algorithm program

K-means algorithm is a hard clustering algorithm, it is a typical of the objective
function clustering method based on the prototype of representative which uses the
distance summation of data points to the prototype (class center) as the optimum
objective function, using the method for the extremism of function to get the
iterative adjustment rules. The K-means algorithm uses the Euclidean distance as the
similarity measure, it calculates an optimal classification of vector V  (v1 , v2 ,, vk )T
based on an initial clustering center, and keep the evaluation value J c to a minimum.
Algorithm often uses the error sum of squares function as the clustering criterion
k

function, the squared error function is defined as
represents the average of class

Jc    p  Mi
i 1 pCi

2

.The parameter M i

Ci , the parameter p represents a point of class Ci .

We do not use the k-means function in the MATLAB statistics toolbox and write a
new k-means clustering algorithm program specifically for CT image.
The process of k-means clustering algorithm is improved by iterative method. The
input parameters are two, respectively is the JPG format image file name I_filename
and the number of clusters K; output only corresponding class label matrix IDX_mar.
The termination condition function program is that the objective function value of
error square sum is no change. The actual amounts of code of this process are only 38
lines using MATLAB programming language.
The pseudo - code of the improved k-means function as follows.
1 Begin:I_filename=’ jpg_file_name’;k=’num_class’;
2 I=imread(I_filename);
3 [m n]=size(I);
4 Flag=zeros(m,n);
5 ma=max(I);mi=min(I);

6 Select k values as the center of initial K class from the mi to ma equidistantly
7 J=0;
8 For i=1 to m*n
9
For j=1 to k
10
Calculate the Euclidean distance from each point of I to K values of
class center
11
Save the minimum of K distance
12
make a kind of markers in Flag matrix
13
Next j
14 Next i
15 Calculate the error sum of squares
16 If Jc==J
17
Results: marked matrix Flag
18
End function: End
19 Else
20
J=Jc
21
According to the categories, recalculate the K centroid
22 Endif
23 Goto 8
The 256 gray levels JPG format image is segmented by the new k-means clustering
algorithm program. This process is shown in Figure 1.
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Materials and Method

The original CT images are downloaded from the web source, "DICOM7 medical
image database", URL: http://www.dicom7.com/. The compression package is named
for the “ANONYMIZE2”, the dog rib tumor CT scan image by GE medical systems,
all the experiment of dataset of 312 thoracic CT scans. The first step is converting the
DICOM format images to JPG format images using the equation 1. The second
step is segment the DICOM format images using CT values and the JPG images using
gray values by the new k-means function.
The configuration of the computer used for experiments is with Intel Core Duo 3.33
GHz CPU, RAM Memory 2 GB, 32 bits Windows 7 ultimate; the algorithms are used
MatLab2012a programming. We analysis the quality of segmentation results through
observe segmentation result with the naked eye.

m×n pixels gray image
Imread()
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Gray value matrix
New kmeans function

Flag matrix

Segmented image
Fig.1. Segmentation process of JPG image
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Results

The analysis of computation complexity and comparison of implementation speed for
the dog rib tumor segmentation shows that our algorithm takes about 1 second. From
the visual effect of view by naked eye, the segmentation effect using of CT value is
good to using the gray value by the same segmentation algorithm and the same

program implementation. Three examples of segmentation results are shown in Table
2.
Table 2. Three examples of segmentation results
DICOM
files

format

Original CT images

Segment by CT value

Segment
value

by

DICOM7_000376

DICOM7_000378

DICOM7_000684
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Conclusions

We have presented a segmentation approach for CT images, which was demonstrated
and validated using two dataset of the same CT image scans, consisting of 312 image
volumes. The core of the segmentation is k-means clustering algorithm. The
segmentation process consisted of two phases: (1) convert CT value to JPG gray value
or not use the original CT value as the data sets for clustering; (2) segmentation bone
tissue using the new k-means clustering algorithm program which is implemented
with MATLAB 2012a programming language and for two-dimensional data matrix
directly.
In this paper, we comprehensively use two values that represent the same object
(body tissue), to segment by the same algorithm implementation. The experiment
produced strikingly different results. These results may be indicating that the
segmentation algorithm of CT image is important and the data for segmentation is

gray

important too. In other words, what kind of data can really represent the real thing?
This could be a complex problem.
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